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Nextrend Offers Quality Range of Outdoor Cafe Tables

Floyd Buenavente September 27, 2013

Locating a reliable wholesale furniture supplier willing to hold large amounts of
stock makes it much easier for cafés and restaurants to source quality furnishings,
including outdoor cafe tables hurry.

(Newswire.net -- September 27, 2013) Brisbane, Qld - Locating a reliable wholesale
furniture supplier willing to hold large amounts of stock makes it much easier for cafés
and restaurants to source quality furnishings, including outdoor cafe tables hurry.
Nextrend Furniture is a specialist furniture supplier for the hospitality industry.

 

The ability to offer patrons outdoor café tables as an outdoor dining option can be the ideal way for many
establishments to increase traffic and boost profits at the same time. However, it is important that the correct outdoor
café furniture is chosen to suit the location and the style to get the best results. This is where it is important to
consider selecting outdoor and bar furnitures from a specialist commercial furniture stockist such as Nextrend
Furniture. They specialise in providing quality furniture specifically suited to the hospitality industry, which allows
them to cater exclusively to the needs of restaurant, café or hotel owners. Being commercial furniture providers, they
are aware of the need to carry a large stock holding at any time. This allows them to fulfil orders quickly and
efficiently, reducing down times for refurbishments or wait times for complete fit-outs of newer establishments. The
team at Nextrend are always happy to discuss particular requirements with all clients. This allows them to more
accurately locate the right style and design of furniture required to suit the individual establishment.Nextrend is able to
distribute orders Australia-wide, so orders can be shipped out immediately, regardless of where the establishment
might be located. They will happily provide an obligation-free quote on any piece of furniture within their extensive
range; their prices are unbeatable. If there is a particular style or design of café table or café chair required that they
do not have, they will go the extra mile and source it specifically for the client.

 

For more information about bar furniture, outdoor café tables or café chairs in Sydney, please visit:

 

Nextrend Furniture

10 Campbell St, Bowen Hills 
Brisbane, QLD 4006
1300 559 965
http://www.nextrendfurniture.com.au/
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